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i have a sony vaio laptop with windows 7 installed on it. i have tried all of the common methods to
restore my computer to a working condition and none of them worked. i do not want to return the

laptop to sony so i am trying to do a rescue on my own. i have tried to use the how to geek method
but the rescue system will not boot from the disc. i am trying to restore it using the microsoft

recovery disc but i am not able to mount the disc. the system cannot find the dvd drive and i get the
message below. hi, i have a sony vaio laptop with windows 7 installed on it. i have tried all of the

common methods to restore my computer to a working condition and none of them worked. i do not
want to return the laptop to sony so i am trying to do a rescue on my own. i have tried to use the

how to geek method but the rescue system will not boot from the disc. i am trying to restore it using
the microsoft recovery disc but i am not able to mount the disc. the system cannot find the dvd drive
and i get the message below. hi, i have a problem where i'm trying to boot the windows 7 install disc

for x86 as a bootable flash drive and nothing happens. i have copied the disc to my desktop, and
from there it boots as usual. the bios recognises the disc and the computer boots it normally. hello, i
have a problem where i'm trying to boot the windows 7 install disc for x86 as a bootable flash drive
and nothing happens. i have copied the disc to my desktop, and from there it boots as usual. the

bios recognises the disc and the computer boots it normally.
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i can boot the 32-bit disc and the 64-bit one from a usb. the 64-bit version on the usb boots fine, the
32-bit one won't start. i can boot the 64-bit version of windows 7 from the usb, but that won't boot, it
says it is an invalid driver. the 32-bit version of windows 7 can boot from the usb. i tried reinstalling
the 32-bit version, but it wouldn't boot from the usb. hi, i'm trying to install windows 7 32-bit on a

laptop that has windows 7 64-bit installed on it. i've installed w7 64-bit on a usb (using winaio maker
professional) and i'm trying to boot the usb from the laptop using the f8 key. i get a message saying
that windows is trying to boot from the cd-rom. the only cd-rom drive on the laptop is an unused raid
device. if you are running a 64-bit os and want to create an x86 dvd disk, you will have to make sure
your windows 7 is the x64 version. this can be determined by your windows version. i am running 7

pro 64-bit so i just used the official windows 7 x64 recovery disk and the disks were created
successfully. after running the windows 7 repair system, you will see a pop-up error message that
asks you to insert your windows 7 x86 recovery disk. if you do, your pc will boot into the recovery
system. i selected the fix windows option which found my windows 7 disk and then restarted the
computer, which allowed me to select either windows 7 or windows 7 x86 recovery disc, and it
worked again. when installing windows 7 x86, after the reboot, the recovery console will start

automatically. then select command prompt and then shutdown and restart. after the restart, you
will see the windows 7 setup in the screen. 5ec8ef588b
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